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Abstract: Analyzing the development and evolution characteristics of typhoons are conducive to
improving typhoon monitoring and optimizing early warning models. Based on the deep learning
model YOLOv5 and Himawari-8 data products, this study analyzes the movement path and cloud
evolution of typhoon “Infa”. The specific conclusions of this study are as follows. (1) Based on the
YOLOv5 model and brightness temperature perturbation algorithm, the central positioning of the
typhoon is realized, where the Himawari-8 bright temperature image is used as the input of the
model and the output of the model is the typhoon range boundary. The results show that this method
was 90% accurate for monitoring ocular typhoons and 83% accurate for blind typhoons. The typhoon
center location determined by the brightness temperature perturbation algorithm closely matched the
CMA best-path dataset (CMA) (goodness of fit ≈0.99). (2) This study observed that as typhoons de-
veloped, cloud parameters evolved with the cloud cluster becoming denser. However, as the typhoon
neared land, the cloud structure collapsed and cloud parameters decreased rapidly. (3) Changes in the
typhoon cloud system were linked to topography and surface temperature. Changes in cloud optical
thickness (COT) were influenced by the digital elevation model (correlation −0.18), while changes
in cloud top temperature (CTT) and cloud top height (CTH) were primarily affected by surface
temperature changes (correlation values: CTT −0.69, CTH −0.37). This suggests that the ocean
environment supports the vertical development of typhoon clouds and precipitation. In summary,
this study optimized the positioning simulation of typhoon movement paths and cloud change trends,
and this is helpful for improving the early warning and response-ability of typhoons in coastal cities
and for reducing the threat of typhoons to the daily life of residents in coastal areas.

Keywords: YOLOv5 model; brightness temperature perturbation algorithm; typhoon cloud characteristics

1. Introduction

Typhoons are highly harmful weather systems that are typically accompanied by
strong winds and heavy rains and often cause serious economic losses and casualties
during landing. China is located in the northwest Pacific region with frequent typhoons
and is one of the countries that are most affected by typhoons worldwide. However, the
evolution of typhoons is a result of the joint action and mutual influence of various driving
factors. Their formation and development also exert real-time, dynamic, and direct effects
on various parameters, such as the cloud phase, atmospheric boundary layer height, and
temperature within their radius range [1,2]. However, typhoon movement trends exhibit
significant variability and uncertainty under the influence of various complex weather
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conditions. Therefore, it is important to analyze typhoon movement paths and cloud system
changes to improve typhoon monitoring models and enhance disaster response capabilities.

With the development of satellite remote-sensing observation technology, meteorolog-
ical satellite cloud images provide a more accurate and stable real-time monitoring method
for typhoon changes and have become the primary means of typhoon monitoring [3].
Based on the textural characteristics of the typhoon cloud system in satellite cloud images,
researchers have effectively located the typhoon center through artificial visual interpreta-
tion. However, subjective visual interpretation by researchers cannot satisfy the accuracy
and timeliness requirements for typhoon positioning. Therefore, high-precision automatic
typhoon monitoring technology has gradually become the focus of research [4], including
wavelet transform, fractal geometry, and fuzzy theory [5,6]. Although these methods can
improve the speed of typhoon monitoring, monitoring accuracy requires further improve-
ment. Currently, deep learning technology is widely used in the field of image recognition,
and certain scholars have begun to apply deep learning methods to typhoon classification.
A deep learning model can extract and learn the textural features of clouds from satellite
images to achieve automatic classification of typhoon clouds [7–9]. Reference [7] introduces
a novel GCN-LSTM model framework by integrating graph convolutional network (GCN)
and long short-term memory (LSTM) network structures, which can use satellite cloud
images to classify and monitor typhoons of different grades. The experimental results
demonstrate that the model can effectively improve the accuracy of typhoon classification.
When considering the particularity of typhoon clouds, Shi [10] speculated that local rich
texture information may be more important than global information. Based on this, it is
recommended to use deep convolutional activation features (DCAF) for typhoon cloud
classification. These methods effectively improve the accuracy of cloud classification; how-
ever, they exhibit limitations in regard to dealing with the special structures of typhoons
(such as typhoon eyes and spiral cloud bands). Therefore, a number of scholars have begun
to incorporate typhoon structures into monitoring frameworks to further improve the
accuracy and applicability of typhoon monitoring. Zhao [11] located the typhoon area by
detecting the eye of the typhoon. The experimental results indicate that this method can of-
ten obtain typhoon information from satellite cloud images. Tan [12] proposed a new large
typhoon center location dataset (TCLD) to train the TCLNet model, and this improved the
typhoon monitoring accuracy by 92.7%. In summary, technology based on deep learning
has facilitated many breakthroughs in the field of typhoon monitoring; however, achieving
real-time or near-real-time positioning speed based on improving monitoring accuracy
remains an urgent problem that must be solved. Certain scholars believe that transforming
the typhoon monitoring problem into a target detection problem and locating the typhoon
area in the satellite cloud image without an in-depth analysis of the characteristics of the
cloud system can significantly improve the efficiency of typhoon monitoring [13]. Com-
pared to other deep learning algorithms, YOLOv5 (You Only Look Once version 5), as a
deep learning network, has been widely used in target detection-related research due to
its friendly deployment support and rapid training speed [14]. Therefore, combined with
satellite cloud images, the YOLOv5 model can be used to quickly and accurately identify
typhoon targets in real-time or near real-time, and this is of great significance for facilitating
real-time warnings of typhoon paths.

In addition to typhoon monitoring, the change in typhoon characteristics is also an
important direction of current research that helps researchers understand the evolution
of typhoons more comprehensively. Most existing studies have simplified the typhoon
into a single feature and then studied its changing trend in the development of typhoon
movement such as precipitation [15,16]. Nayak [17] used typhoon wind speed as an impor-
tant indicator for measuring the intensity of typhoons to analyze the trends of typhoons
in Japan. Wu [18] analyzed the precipitation when Typhoon “Lekima” landed to quantify
the intensity change after the typhoon landed. However, as a complex weather system,
the development and evolution of typhoons are affected by the interactions among many
factors. It is difficult to understand the microphysical processes of typhoon development
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and evolution fully by relying solely on a single characteristic parameter. In contrast,
the cloud top height (CTH), cloud top temperature (CTT), and cloud optical thickness
(COT) of typhoons are important characteristic parameters of cloud systems that play an
important role in the internal structure and heat exchange process of typhoons. Therefore,
it is very important to study the change trends of cloud parameters closely related to
typhoon structure. The simulation and analysis of typhoon clouds in traditional studies
typically requires the use of numerical models and parametric schemes to simulate their
physical processes [19,20]. However, the existing parameterization schemes still possess
certain limitations regarding the detailed characteristics and dynamic simulation of the
typhoon cloud system [21,22]. Using satellite monitoring, researchers can effectively ana-
lyze the static structural characteristics of typhoons [23]. However, most satellites can only
scan the same area twice each day (typically simultaneously), and this limits the dynamic
assessment of typhoon cloud characteristics [24]. The Himawari-8 is a new generation
of Japanese geostationary satellites that can monitor typhoon activity with finer spatial
and temporal resolutions, and this is of great significance for the dynamic assessment
of typhoon cloud structures [25]. L2 cloud products are widely used in typhoon-related
research [26]. Himawari-8 L2 level cloud products can provide more comprehensive and
detailed information.

In summary, based on a deep learning model, this study investigated the multistage
cloud characteristics of typhoons. First, the YOLOv5 model was used to monitor typhoon
targets in real-time to obtain typhoon location information. Based on the L2 level cloud
product data from the Himawari-8 satellite, the dynamic characteristics of the typhoon
cloud system were analyzed. This study possesses important scientific and application
significance for typhoon monitoring.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Data Introduction

(1) Himawari-8 satellite products

The Himawari-8 geostationary satellite which became operational on 7 July 2015 is a
pioneer in the next generation of geosynchronous meteorological satellites. Himawari-8
possesses the capacity for 16 observed spectra, including three visible light, three near-
infrared, and ten infrared bands that are primarily used to detect meteorological data,
such as cloud characteristics, aerosol characteristics, and sea surface temperature. The
observation area is 60 S–60 N and 80 E–160 W and covers most of the western North Pacific,
and it provides a full scan every 1 h with a spatial resolution of 5 km [27,28]. In this study,
the brightness temperature data of the 13-band infrared (wavelength:10.4) were selected as
the original typhoon positioning data.

The Himawari-8 L2 cloud mask product (CMP) is developed based on the cloud-mask
algorithm of the NoWCasting (NWC, Brussels, Belgium) Satellite Application Facility (SAF,
Darmstadt, Germany) and National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA,
Silver Spring, MD, USA) National Environmental Satellite Data and Information Service
(NESDIS, Silver Spring, MD, USA) [29]. In the CMP dataset, a series of detection algorithms
is used to identify the characteristics of the cloud [30,31]. Previous studies have demon-
strated that Himawari-8 cloud products are highly reliable for evaluating cloud-top height,
cloud-top temperature, and other cloud characteristics [32].

In this study, the cloud top height (CTH), cloud optical thickness (COT), and cloud type
(CTYPE) in Himawari-8 cloud product data were used to analyze the cloud characteristics
at different stages of the Typhoon “Infa”, the specific data types used in this study are
shown in Table 1. Among them, COT reflects the thickness of clouds and the concentration
of cloud particles that can be used to determine the degree of vertical development and
density of clouds. A larger COT indicates denser clouds, the CTH provides the overall
vertical structure information of the typhoon cloud system, and a higher CTH is typically
related to strong convective activity and rapid vertical motion. Additionally, CTT is an
important indicator that reflects the cold and warm states of clouds, and a lower CTT
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can provide information detailing cloud cooling and vertical stability. Lower cloud-top
temperatures are typically associated with strong convective activities and precipitation-
intensive areas. These variables can be used to represent typhoon intensity characteristics
to a certain extent.

Table 1. Himawari-8 Product Introduction.

Dataset Product Data Type

Himawari-8 L1 data #13 Brightness temperature

Himawari-8 L2
Cloud Products

COT Cloud optical thickness
CTH Cloud-top height
CTT Cloud-top temperature

CTYPE Cloud type (ISCCP definition)

(2) CMA Best-Path Dataset

The best-track dataset (CMA) was obtained from the official website of the Tropical
Cyclone Data Center of the China Meteorological Administration. The CMA tropical
cyclone best-track dataset has provided the location and intensity information of tropical
cyclones in the Northwest Pacific (including the South China Sea, north of the equator,
and west of 180◦ E) since 1949 every 6 h and is stored in separate text files according to
year [9,33]. After 2018, for typhoons that landed in China, the optimal path events were
encrypted once every 3 h at 24 h before their landing and during their land activities in
China, including the latitude and longitude, maximum average wind speed, maximum
atmospheric pressure, and maximum wind speed of each typhoon center [33,34]. This
dataset was used to verify typhoon positioning results, the specific data information for the
CMA dataset is shown in Table 2.

Table 2. The specific composition of the CMA optimal path dataset of typhoon “Infa”.

Variable Name Description

YYYYMMDDHH Record the time of typhoon

I

The intensity of typhoon is marked by the average wind speed of 2 min
before the positive point.

0—weaker than the tropical depression (TD), or the level is unknown.
1—tropical low (TD, 10.8—17.1 m/s).

2—Tropical storm (TS, 17.2—24.4 m/s).
3—Severe Tropical Storm (STS, 24.5—32.6 m/s).

4—Typhoon (TY, 32.7—41.4 m/s).
5—Strong Typhoon (STY, 41.5—50.9 m/s).
6—Super Typhoon (SuperTY, ≥51.0 m/s).

9—degeneration
LAT The current latitude of typhoon is (0.1◦ N).

LONG The current longitude of the typhoon (0.1◦ N)
PRES The lowest pressure in typhoon center (hPa)
WND Typhoon 2-min average near-center maximum wind speed (m/s)
OWD Typhoon 2 min average wind speed (m/s)

2.2. Methods

Based on the YOLOv5 deep learning model and Himawari-8 data product, this study
analyzes the movement path and cloud evolution characteristics of typhoon “Infa” during
its movement. This process is illustrated in Figure 1. The specific steps included (1) data col-
lection and preprocessing, (2) regional typhoon monitoring, (3) typhoon center positioning,
and (4) evolution of cloud characteristics and analysis of influencing factors.
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2.2.1. YOLOv5 Model

The YOLO series includes multiple models that perform differently on different
datasets. According to the Web of Science data, compared to other models of the YOLO
series the number of related studies based on YOLOv5 is on the rise. YOLOv5 (GitHub-
ultralytics/yolov5: YOLOv5) is favored due to its easy deployment and training and also
its good reliability and stability [35]. It can be observed that YOLOv5 exhibits strong
competitiveness in a number of YOLO models. Therefore, this study chose the YOLOv5
model as the primary application model for the typhoon monitoring experiments. YOLOv5
is a commonly used deep-learning framework. Based on the differences in the network
depth and width, YOLOv5 can be divided into four different scale network structures
that include YOLOv5s, YOLOv5m, YOLOv5l, and YOLOv5x. YOLOv5 regards the target
detection task as a simple regression problem and uses a neural network (CNN) to perform
a single forward propagation of an image to directly monitor the target object in the image.
Figure 2 presents the basic network structure of the YOLOv5 model [13,36]. The model was
primarily composed of four modules. First, mosaic data enhancement, adaptive anchor
box calculations, and adaptive image scaling were used to increase the number of typhoon
samples. Second, the image samples containing typhoon information were sent to the
backbone to extract the typhoon features. Then, to further process and mine the deeper
typhoon information (including positioning and semantic information) in the feature map,
the feature map is transmitted to the neck, the output of the neck is transmitted to the
prediction layer (head), and the specific typhoon location and category information are
obtained by convolution and output through the anchor box.
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(1) BackBone

The backbone layer is the core of the entire YOLOv5 network and is responsible for
extracting the features of the input image, thereby helping the model to better understand
typhoon information. The backbone layer consists of a Focus, a Convolution Layer (Conv),
and C3 and SPP modules. The Focus was primarily used for reducing the number of
parameters and improving the forward and backward speeds of the model. In this part of
the process, the input image is copied into four copies, and the four images are cut into four
slices by a slicing operation. The slices are then connected by Concat and sent to the next
convolution layer. C3 is the most important module of the backbone layer and includes two
branches. One connects a given number of bottleneck modules in series, and the other is
the convolutional layer. The two were connected by a cat to increase network depth. Conv
is the basic convolution module of YOLOv5 that can perform convolution, regularization,
and activation operations on the image input to assist the C3 module in extracting typhoon
features. The SPP connects multiple pooling layers (maxpool) to achieve feature fusion at
different scales and enhances the feature expression ability of the backbone layer.

(2) Neck

YOLOv5 uses a feature pyramid network (FPN) and a path aggregation network
(PAN) as the neck layer [37]. In the FPN structure, the typhoon feature map was upsampled
(upsample) to form a pyramid from top to bottom, and semantic features were transferred
from the high-level feature map to the low-level feature map. The PAN structure is the
opposite and can directly transfer typhoon location features from the low-level feature map
to the high-level feature map. The interaction between the two enhances the feature-fusion
ability of the neck layer.

(3) Head

The head corresponds to the prediction stage of the YOLOv5 model that outputs the
typhoon category, confidence level, and anchor box position of the typhoon in the satellite
cloud image through two-dimensional convolution. In the YOLOv5 network, the location of
anchor boxes containing typhoon information was obtained using the K-means clustering
algorithm [38]. The basic idea of this algorithm is to randomly initialize K centers ci from
typhoon dataset x, where each center corresponds to a category yi. Then, for each sample
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x in the dataset, the typhoon sample was assigned to the nearest center by calculating its
distance from each center ci, and the center of each category was calculated again.

ci =
1
|yi|

K

∑
x∈yi

x (1)

For the new center position, data x are reclassified and repeated a certain number of
times until the center remains unchanged. Based on the above steps, the center position of
the monitored typhoon target was obtained. Subsequently, based on the center position,
the coordinate information of the entire anchor box was calculated.

bx = 2σ(tx)− 0.5 + cx
by = 2σ(ty)− 0.5 + cy

bw = pw(2σ(tw))
2

bh = ph(2σ(th))
2

(2)

In the formula, bx, by, bw, and bh represent the final coordinate information of the
typhoon monitored in the entire satellite image; tx, ty, tw, and th represent the coordinate
information of the typhoon monitored in the whole satellite image; pw and py represent the
size of the monitoring anchor box; cx and cy represent the upper left corner coordinates of
the grid where the anchor box center point is located; and σ denotes the sigmoid function
that normalizes the grid coordinates to 0–1.

Finally, monitoring accuracy was evaluated using the loss function (GIoU). In the
YOLOv5 network structure, GIoU is an important index for measuring the similarity
between the anchor selection frame and the actual position of the typhoon [39]. It is
assumed that Apred represents the typhoon position information as monitored in the satellite
cloud image, Agrou represents the actual position of the typhoon in the satellite cloud image,
and IoU represents the overlap ratio of the two positions. The specific calculation formula
for the GIoU is:

GIoU(Apred, Agrou) = IoU −

∣∣∣AC− Apred ∪ Agrou

∣∣∣
|AC| (3)

where C represents the minimum rectangular box of the typhoon monitoring position and
actual position.

Based on the above steps, the YOLOv5 algorithm can achieve rapid and accurate
monitoring and positioning of typhoon targets in the Himawari-8 satellite cloud image,
thus providing a basis for subsequent typhoon center positioning and regional cloud feature
evolution analysis.

2.2.2. Brightness Temperature Perturbation Algorithm

The typhoon center location algorithm that is based on bright temperature differences
is a widely used typhoon center location method. The algorithm uses the brightness
temperature disturbance characteristics of the typhoon center area to locate the typhoon
center by calculating the brightness temperature gradient, curl, divergence, and brightness
temperature disturbance values [40]. It is typically believed that the position with the
lowest brightness temperature disturbance value in the typhoon eye is the typhoon center.
The basic steps of the algorithm are as follows.

First, in the typhoon region determined by the YOLOv5 model, the brightness temper-
ature gradient was calculated by comparing the brightness temperature values of the pixels
in different regions. The brightness temperature gradient represents the change in bright-
ness temperature in space. In BT, the calculation formula for the brightness temperature
gradient GBT is

GBT =
∂BT
∂x

+
∂BT
∂y

(4)
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We used the brightness temperature gradient to calculate the curl and divergence
of typhoons. After calculating the brightness temperature gradient of the typhoon area,
the divergence and curl of the brightness temperature gradient were calculated using
Equations (2) and (3) [41]. Here, the divergence represents the diffusion or contraction of
the brightness temperature field as expressed as divGBT where the unit is N·m−3 × 107.
The curl describes the degree of rotation of the brightness temperature as expressed as
curlGBT where the unit is N·m−3 × 107.

divGBT =
∂GBT

∂x
+

∂GBT

∂y
(5)

curlGBT = (
∂GBT

∂x
− ∂GBT

∂y
) (6)

The brightness temperature perturbation value of the typhoon area is calculated
according to the curl and divergence. The brightness temperature perturbation value
reflects the abnormal degree of the brightness temperature field, and the lowest value
corresponds to the center position of the typhoon [42]. As the typhoon eye area is primarily
affected by the joint action of divergence and curl, the calculated divergence and curl are
both positive and negative. If only the mean value of the two is considered, the value is
offset to zero. Therefore, the square of divergence and vorticity is first calculated separately,
and then the square root of the sum of their squares is taken. Finally, the brightness
temperature disturbance value was calculated using divergence and curl.P:

P =

√
(divGBT)

2 + (curlGBT)
2 (7)

3. Results
3.1. Typhoon Positioning Results Analysis

Typhoon “Infa” was generated in the Northwest Pacific Ocean at 18:00 UTC on 17 July
2021. At 00:00 on 19 July, it strengthened to tropical storm level and moved westward.
At 00:00 on 21 July, it intensified into a strong typhoon, entered the 24 h warning line
in China and landed on the coast of Putuo, Zhoushan in Zhejiang Province, China at
approximately 04:30 on 25 July. After the landing, “Infa” remained in northern Zhejiang
and southern Jiangsu for a long period of time and gradually weakened. It weakened to a
tropical depression at 00:00 on the 28th and then moved northward, ultimately becoming an
extratropical cyclone at 12:00 on the 30th. Typhoon “Infa” was a highly disastrous typhoon,
its precipitation began on 22 July, and its influence gradually expanded from Zhejiang
to Shanghai, Jiangsu, Anhui, Shandong, Henan, and the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region,
ultimately causing a wide range of precipitation and serious impacts on the southeast
coast of China [43]. Additionally, during the slow westward movement of typhoon “Infa”
over the sea surface east of Taiwan and based on the combined action of the subtropical
high on the north and typhoon “Chapaka” on the southwest, a large amount of water
vapor was exported to inland areas that was closely related to the rainstorm in Henan
Province on 21 July [44]. Compared to other typhoon events, typhoon “Infa” exhibits the
characteristics of slow-moving speed, strong wind and rain intensity, and wide influence
range. Its structure is symmetrical, the cloud system is closed and thick, and possesses a
clear eye structure. This provides a good data basis for monitoring typhoon events and
further analyzing the evolution of typhoon cloud system characteristics.

Based on the YOLOv5 model and brightness temperature perturbation algorithm, this
study located and analyzed the center of typhoon “Infa”. In this experiment, Himawari-
8 observation images from 2021 to 2022 in the southwest Pacific were selected to con-
struct a typhoon dataset. The dataset contains 1186 real typhoon events with a size of
2401 × 2401 pixels. This dataset contains 900 satellite cloud images with eye typhoon
events and 168 satellite cloud images without eye typhoon events. The number of typhoons
in each satellite cloud image is one. During the training process, 90% of the satellite cloud
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images in the dataset were randomly selected as the training set for the experiment, and
the remaining 10% were used as the test set of the experiment. During the training process,
the monitoring accuracy of the YOLOv5 model for typhoons was improved by continu-
ously adjusting the weight and deviation. The model achieves monitoring and positioning
of the typhoon area by learning the characteristics related to the typhoon from satellite
cloud images.

In the process of model monitoring, this study selected 200 satellite cloud images
during the occurrence of typhoon “Infa”. The monitoring results indicate that a total of
168 typhoon events were successfully monitored in 200 satellite cloud images containing
typhoon events with a monitoring rate of 84%. Among them, the monitoring rate of eyed
typhoons was 100%, and the monitoring rate of eyeless typhoons was 64%. These results
confirm the effectiveness of the YOLOv5 model for typhoon event monitoring. In particular,
the YOLOv5 model exhibited excellent monitoring capabilities for eyed typhoons. However,
compared to typhoons with eyes, the monitoring rate of typhoons without eyes is lower,
but its monitoring effect is still effective. In future studies, the proportion of typhoon-free
eye samples in the training set can be expanded to further improve the YOLOv5 model.

Additionally, the YOLOv5 model exhibited good monitoring accuracy. Figure 3
illustrates the accuracy of the YOLOv5 model in regard to typhoon event monitoring.
Figure 3a presents the hourly positioning accuracy of the typhoon from 0:00 on 18 July to
6:00 on 28 July 2021. The positioning results at 6:00 on 21 July are presented. Figure 3b,c
provides the positioning results of the typhoon area and the corresponding brightness
temperature data at 6:00 on 21 July 2021. To further validate the accuracy of the YOLOv5
model in typhoon event detection, this study computed the average confidence level of the
target detection model specifically for typhoon events. This metric offers a comprehensive
assessment of the model’s overall confidence level in detecting typhoon events. A high
average confidence level indicates that the model is more confident in its performance
in detecting typhoon events overall. The experimental results revealed that the average
confidence of typhoon events monitored by the YOLOv5 model was 0.87; this result
indicates that the YOLOv5 model demonstrates a certain level of reliability in detecting
the “Infa” typhoon event. Of this, the average confidence of the eyed typhoons was
approximately 0.9, and that of the eyeless typhoons was approximately 0.83; this indicates
that the YOLOv5 model is more reliable in detecting typhoons with an eye. The above
research results demonstrate that the YOLOv5 model can accurately monitor the position
of a typhoon in an infrared brightness temperature image and provide auxiliary support
for positioning the typhoon center.

To further locate the typhoon center, this study calculated the brightness temperature
perturbation value of the typhoon area as determined by the YOLOv5 model based on
the brightness temperature perturbation algorithm and analyzed the spatial distribution
of the perturbation value in the typhoon center to achieve accurate positioning of the
typhoon center. The calculated brightness temperature disturbance values for the typhoon
area are presented in Figure 4. Figure 4 presents the spatial distribution of the brightness
temperature disturbance values in the typhoon area at 6:00 on 21 July 2021. The results
indicate that the cloud layer surrounding the typhoon was thicker, and the brightness
temperature disturbance value was smaller. At the junction of the typhoon cloud wall
area and the eye area and due to the large temperature difference and humidity change
between the cloud area and the ocean, there is a large brightness temperature disturbance
characteristic. Due to the relatively calm weather conditions in the typhoon eye area, the
brightness temperature disturbance value in this area was low. By identifying the pixel
position with the smallest brightness temperature disturbance value in the typhoon eye
area, accurate positioning of the typhoon center can be achieved. Figure 4b presents the
spatial distribution characteristics of the brightness temperature disturbance value in the
typhoon eye area, and this further provides support for the positioning of the typhoon
center. Specifically, the minimum brightness temperature disturbance value of the typhoon
eye area at 6:00 on 21 July was 1.82, and this is the location of the typhoon center. To further
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evaluate the accuracy of the positioning results, the typhoon center at the corresponding
time of the optimal path dataset was superimposed on the spatial distribution map of the
disturbance value (as presented in Figure 4c). The results demonstrate that the positioning
result is only approximately two pixels different from the typhoon center data provided by
the China Meteorological Administration. This demonstrates that more accurate typhoon
center positioning can be achieved using the brightness temperature perturbation algorithm
and image analysis.
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Additionally, combined with the positioning results of the YOLOv5 model and the
brightness temperature perturbation algorithm, this study mapped the moving path of
typhoon “Infa” as presented in Figure 5. Figure 5a presents a comparison between the
moving path of typhoon “Infa” determined in this study and the moving path of CMA.
The black line in the figure represents the typhoon path based on the CMA optimal path
dataset, and the red line represents the typhoon path determined in this study. In the figure,
the red and black line segments possess a certain overlap, particularly at certain time nodes,
and the two trends exhibit very high similarity. Additionally, Figure 5b,c provides the
correlation analysis results of the latitude and longitude of the typhoon center and the
latitude and longitude of the CMA typhoon center. The results demonstrate that the latitude
and longitude of the typhoon center and the latitude and longitude of the CMA typhoon
center R value are 0.99, and this confirms that there is a highly consistent relationship
between the typhoon center positioning results of this study and the CMA typhoon center
positioning results. Specifically, the trends of the two are highly similar. Table 3 presents
the distance comparison data between the typhoon center position as determined in this
study and that determined by the CMA. The data can further reflect the distance difference
between the typhoon center position determined in this study and the typhoon center
position determined by the CMA. The results indicate that the maximum distance difference
between the typhoon center position determined by this study and the typhoon center
position determined by CMA is 48.4 km, the minimum distance difference is 3.5 km, and
the average distance difference is 20.9 km. The results demonstrate that the method of
combining the YOLOv5 model and the brightness temperature perturbation algorithm
possesses a certain reliability and accuracy in regard to typhoon center positioning and can
locate the typhoon center relatively accurately.

In summary, the experimental results demonstrate that the method of combining the
YOLOv5 model and the brightness temperature perturbation algorithm can effectively
extract typhoon features and achieve accurate positioning of typhoon centers. To deeply
analyze the variation characteristics of typhoon “Infa”, this study further uses the typhoon
area detected based on the YOLOv5 model to analyze the characteristics of cloud changes
in different stages of typhoons to improve the understanding of the development and
evolution of typhoons.
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Table 3. The distance between the positioning results and the CMA typhoon center.

Date
The Distance from the
CMA Typhoon Center
of the Location Result

Date
The Distance from the
CMA Typhoon Center
of the Location Result

19 July 0:00 3.5 23 July 12:00 29.6
19 July 20:00 11.2 23 July 18:00 3.8
20 July 0:00 7.9 24 July 0:00 22.3
20 July 12:00 8.3 24 July 12:00 48.8
20 July 18:00 11.1 24 July 21:00 11.3
21 July 6:00 4 25 July 0:00 20.6
21 July 12:00 16.1 25 July 3:00 17.4
21 July 18:00 16 25 July 6:00 47.5
22 July 0:00 11.4 25 July 15:00 47
22 July 6:00 3.7 25 July 18:00 33
22 July 12:00 35.9 26 July 6:00 43.3
22 July 18:00 8.3 26 July 9:00 31.6

3.2. Analysis of Cloud Characteristics Evolution in Different Stages of Typhoons

To further analyze the structural characteristics of typhoons at different stages, this
study divided the typhoon “Infa” into six stages according to the typhoon intensity de-
termined by the CMA dataset species and the typhoon landing status and these included
strong tropical storm (STS), typhoon (TY) and strong typhoon (STY) before landing, and ty-
phoon (TY), storm (STS), and tropical storm (TS) after landing. By comparing the temporal
and spatial changes in cloud characteristics at different stages of typhoons, we can reveal
the evolution process of the structural characteristics of typhoon cloud systems over time
and space to better understand the development and attenuation process of typhoons. In
the analysis, the COT, CTT, and CTH were used as important parameters to describe the
characteristics of typhoon clouds.

Figure 6 presents the spatial variations in the typhoon COT, CTH, and CTT. During the
early stages of typhoon formation, the cloud system characteristics were relatively weak.
With the gradual development of typhoons in the STS stage, the characteristics of the cloud
system are enhanced, and the cloud clusters become more concentrated and denser and
form denser clouds. With the intensification of convective activity, cloud optical thickness,
and cloud top height are increased. The cloud top height in the typhoon center area can
reach up to 6–7 km. However, compared to the typhoon stage, the convective activity was
still relatively weak, and the cloud-top temperature was still relatively warm. When it
further developed to the typhoon stage, the characteristics of the cloud system changed
more significantly. The clouds were denser and larger and formed a more complete typhoon
structure, and the cloud optical thickness in the typhoon area was significantly enhanced.
In addition to the typhoon eye, the optical cloud thickness of a typhoon can reach high
levels. With the development of typhoons, the height of the cloud top increases further,
and the range of the high cloud area expands. The cloud-top height reached 8 km in the
central area of the typhoon. The expansion of the high-cloud area indicates the existence of
strong convective activity and vertical motion inside the typhoon. Additionally, with strong
convective motion, the rise of cold air leads to a significant decrease of approximately 50 K
in the cloud-top temperature. When it reaches the strong typhoon stage, the typhoon
exhibits a relatively obvious annular structure, and the typhoon eye is clearly visible.
However, the overall characteristics of the cloud system were similar to those observed
during the typhoon stage, and the cloud clusters were still large and dense. At this time,
the cloud optical thickness, cloud top height, and cloud top temperature increased slightly.
As the typhoon gradually approached the land and finally landed, the characteristics
of the typhoon cloud system changed significantly, and the cloud structure gradually
disintegrated as it approached the land. After the typhoon landed, it lost the energy source
provided by the ocean and experienced a process from TY to STS and then to TS within a
short period of time, and this also indicates that the development of clouds was hindered as
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the underlying surface became more complex. The specific performance is as follows. First,
due to the weakening of convective activity, the cloud clusters begin to disperse, ultimately
resulting in a gradual decrease in optical thickness. Second, the weaker convective motion
cannot push the cloud to a higher height and the cloud top height decreases accordingly.
This is particularly evident in the STS stage, and the cloud top heights in the land and
ocean regions are significantly different. Finally, as the initial increase in cold air decreased,
the cloud-top temperature increased in some areas but typically decreased due to the
dissipation of cloud clusters.
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Figure 7 further reveals the temporal variation trend of cloud characteristics in the
typhoon area. Figure 7a presents the trend of COT, CTH, and CTT with time. On the
whole, the changes in COT and CTH are relatively stable, but there are large changes after
landing. This is reflected in the relatively calm marine environment before landing which
causes the cloud thickness and cloud top height to exhibit a stable trend. However, during
landing and due to the influence of the complex terrain environment, COT and CTH exhibit
a rapid decline trend and gradually stabilize after landing. However, the CTT changed
markedly during the entire typhoon process. It exhibited a clear warming trend during the
landing process and gradually decreased after stabilization. Figure 7b and Table 4 further
explain the variation characteristics of COT, CTH, and CTT at different stages. The results
demonstrate that the standard deviation of COT is 0.97 with a variance of 0.94, and this
indicates that the variation degree of COT is low in different typhoon stages. Additionally,
the data are relatively concentrated with a range of 2.78, thus suggesting that the change
in COT is relatively stable and that the overall level is relatively consistent. The standard
deviation of CTH is 1.01, and the variance is 1.01, thus indicating that CTT is consistent
at different stages. Additionally, the range is 3.00, thus indicating that there are certain
differences in CTH at different stages and that there may be clouds of different heights.
The standard deviation of typhoon CTT is 29.04, and the variance is 843.55. The larger
variance and standard deviation imply that the variation degree of typhoon CTT at different
stages is higher. Additionally, the range is 72.49, thus indicating that there are obvious
temperature differences in CTT at different stages. It is worth noting that the characteristics
of typhoon cloud systems exhibit an obvious change trend before and after landing that
can be observed as a slow rise followed by a rapid decline.

In summary, the characteristic changes in typhoon formation and development are
continuous and progressive, and there is typically no clear division into stages. However,
when a typhoon is close to land, the characteristics of the typhoon cloud system change
significantly. Next, we analyzed the reasons for this change.
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Figure 7. Time series of cloud characteristics at different stages of typhoons. (a) including the change
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of typhoon.

Table 4. Cloud characteristics at each stage of typhoons.

COT CTH CTT

Standard deviation 0.97 1.01 29.04
Variance 0.94 1.01 843.55

Maximum 6.59 4.16 106.68
Minimum 3.82 1.16 34.19
Max-Min 2.78 3.00 72.49

3.3. Analysis of the Reasons for the Evolution of Typhoon Cloud Characteristics

To further analyze the reasons underlying the changes in COT, CTH, and CTT at dif-
ferent typhoon stages, this study selected a digital elevation model (DEM) and land surface
temperature (LST) as research objects, and the relevant results are presented in Figure 8.
Among them, DEM and LST data are obtained from the STRM 30 m dataset and the ERA5
atmospheric reanalysis product, respectively. Both datasets are available from Google Earth
Engine (GEE, https://code.earthengine.google.com/, accessed on 1 June 2023). The results
demonstrated that the correlation coefficients between land surface temperature and COT,
CTH, and CTT were −0.05, −0.69, and −0.37, respectively, whereas those between DEM
and COT, CTH, and CTT were −0.18, −0.21, and 0.11, respectively. These results indicate
that there is a negative correlation between changes in typhoon cloud characteristics and
changes in surface temperature and terrain. Specifically, the changes in CTH and CTT
were primarily affected by changes in the surface temperature, whereas the change in COT
was more highly affected by changes in the terrain. During the development of typhoon
“Infa”, the increase in surface temperature appears to lead to the downward trend of the
top of the typhoon cloud. This is consistent with relevant research results. Specifically,
the change in surface temperature contributes to the divergence of the low-pressure area
and the convergence of the high-pressure area, thus affecting the vertical movement of
the atmosphere and the shape and height of the typhoon cloud [45]. Additionally, as the
surface temperature increases, convective activity also increases, ultimately prompting
more moist air to rise to form clouds. These updrafts cooled the cloud top inside the cloud,
thus causing a decrease in cloud-top temperature. However, the change in topography
suggests that the typhoon gradually moved from ocean to land. As the typhoon landed, it
gradually lost its heat supply to the ocean, thus resulting in a gradual weakening of the
typhoon intensity. The internal structure of the typhoon and the characteristics of the cloud
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layer also changed, ultimately resulting in a more dispersed cloud layer and relatively low
COT values.
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The above results indicate that with the landing of a typhoon, the changes in surface
temperature and topography exert a significant impact on the characteristics of typhoon
clouds. Therefore, the COT, CTH, and CTT exhibit a significant change trend before and
after the landing of the typhoon. However, during the complex evolution of typhoons,
their development and changes are affected by many dynamic and meteorological factors.
The roles of topography and surface temperature are only one of many complex factors
explaining the evolution of typhoons. A comprehensive analysis of the various factors
affecting the evolution of typhoons can provide a more comprehensive understanding
of the specific mechanisms underlying typhoon cloud development and a more accurate
theoretical basis for typhoon prediction.

4. Discussion
4.1. The Relationship between the Variation of Typhoon Cloud Characteristics and Precipitation

Precipitation is an important characteristic of typhoons. At different stages of typhoon
development, the microphysical characteristics of clouds within the typhoon constantly
change, and this directly affects the generation and development of typhoon precipita-
tion [46]. It is typically believed that in the gradual development of typhoons, the strong
updraft promotes the condensation of water vapor into cloud droplets that further aggre-
gate into precipitation particles, thus causing precipitation. During this process, changes in
the macroscopic and microscopic physical processes of clouds play an important role [47].
Therefore, this study further discusses the relationship between changes in typhoon cloud
characteristics and precipitation.

Figures 9 and 10 provide a correlation between the cloud characteristics and typhoon
precipitation. Figure 9a–c indicates the relationship between the COT, CTT, CTH, and
typhoon precipitation. The results revealed that high precipitation occurred in the high-
and low-CTH regions. A higher CTH reflects a stronger vertical development of clouds. In
the high-CTH region, the updraft in the cloud system was strong, and the cloud droplets
condensed at a higher position, whereas a lower CTT was more conducive to the conden-
sation of water vapor. The interaction between the two provides a suitable atmospheric
environment for heavy typhoon precipitation. Additionally, Figure 10 presents the rela-
tionship among surface temperature, CTH, and CTT which also indicates that the ocean
is more conducive to the vertical development of typhoon clouds, thus enhancing the
precipitation process.
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In summary, there is a close relationship between the change in typhoon cloud charac-
teristics and precipitation. Within the scope of a typhoon, high CTH and low CTT areas
are more likely to form heavy precipitation, and compared to that of CTT and CTH, the
relationship between COT and precipitation is not obvious. However, the relationship
between cloud characteristics and precipitation is complex and variable and is affected by
many factors. In addition to cloud height and top temperature, other factors, such as water
vapor content, vertical airflow intensity, and atmospheric stability, also exert an impact on
precipitation. Therefore, in future studies, it will be necessary to comprehensively consider
cloud characteristics and other meteorological factors to fully understand the mechanisms
and variations in typhoon precipitation.

4.2. Influence and Limitations

Typhoons are common natural disasters in East Asia and are often accompanied
by strong hurricanes and rainstorms. They not only pose a great threat to the normal
production and the life of coastal residents but also exert an important impact on the
regional climate and environment. This is an important natural weather system [48,49].
Studying the activity and variation characteristics of typhoons is of great significance not
only for society but also in the context of science. Common studies examining typhoon
activity and variation characteristics have predominantly focused on analyzing typhoon
movement paths and internal structural characteristics. Although a numerical model
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based on dynamics can simulate the movement trend of typhoons well [50,51], due to the
complexity of the atmospheric structure, its simulation accuracy must be further verified.
Additionally, for a dynamic analysis of typhoon motion trends, it is important to obtain real-
time typhoon simulation or monitoring results. The Himawari-8 satellite provides real-time
satellite cloud images and helps researchers obtain continuous typhoon data. However,
morphological image monitoring methods sometimes lack important information regarding
typhoons [5,6]. The typhoon monitoring method based on the YOLOv5 model can quickly
and accurately locate typhoon areas in satellite cloud images and provide real-time typhoon
monitoring data for dynamic analysis of typhoon structures. This method exhibits good
accuracy for monitoring regular typhoon structures such as the eye or spiral typhoon
structures. However, in the early stages of typhoon formation and typhoon dissipation, the
monitoring results of the YOLOv5 model may possess errors due to the irregular structural
characteristics of typhoons.

Additionally, to analyze the changing trend of typhoon characteristics, the charac-
teristic parameters of typhoons were simplified to the characteristics of wind speed or
precipitation at the center of a typhoon [17,52]. As important indices for evaluating the in-
tensity of typhoons, precipitation and wind speed typically provide important information
regarding the characteristics of typhoon changes [53]. However, as typhoons are complex
weather systems, it is difficult to obtain complete typhoon details by relying only on a
single parameter, such as the central wind speed or precipitation, due to the interaction
of various factors. In contrast, the cloud top height, cloud top temperature, and cloud
optical thickness of a typhoon, all of which are important characteristic parameters of a
cloud system, can not only reflect the structure and intensity information of a typhoon but
also reveal the energy exchange process and thermal characteristics of typhoons. This is
of great significance for studying the internal structural transformation characteristics of
typhoons at each stage. However, due to the limitations of geostationary meteorological
satellite observation methods, Himawari-8 L2 cloud products can only provide informa-
tion on the changes in typhoon clouds and cannot directly obtain the vertical structural
characteristics of typhoons. This makes it difficult to further reveal the vertical exchange
of energy within the typhoon system, and therefore, it is impossible to study the internal
structural transformation of typhoons at different stages.

In summary, by analyzing the variations in typhoon characteristics, the evolution
mechanism of typhoons can be understood. This is of great significance for improving
typhoon monitoring, early warning models, and typhoon disaster response capabilities.
However, there are still some unsolved problems in this study that must be further explored
in future research.

4.3. Prospect

The movement trends of typhoons are affected by multiple physical processes and
systems. These effects involve the dynamics and thermodynamic processes within the
typhoon, the interaction between the typhoon and the environment, and the change in
the underlying surface [54]. The prediction and mechanism research of its change trend
remains a challenging scientific problem. In this study, the typhoon “Infa” was taken
as an example. Based on the Himawari-8 L2 cloud product, the change trend of cloud
characteristics within the typhoon “Infa” was discussed, and this exerted a profound impact
on the in-depth understanding of the evolution mechanism inside the typhoon. The results
indicate that the formation and development of typhoons are a continuous and gradual
process. The cloud characteristics within a typhoon typically exhibit a slow changing trend
with no obvious fluctuation characteristics. However, when the typhoon system is close to
land and makes landfall, there may be an obvious trend inside the typhoon that is closely
related to changes in the underlying surface. However, typhoons are three-dimensional
climate systems, and their internal structures may exhibit complex characteristics and
changes in the vertical direction. Their vertical characteristics are of great significance for
studying energy exchange trends within typhoons. The Himawari-8 L2 cloud product
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typically presents the characteristic cloud information in the form of a two-dimensional
image, and therefore, it cannot directly express the vertical structure inside the typhoon
that hinders further understanding of the thermal energy exchange in the typhoon system.
To further obtain the vertical structure within a typhoon, other observation methods can
be combined in future research, such as weather radar [55] and aircraft detection [56].
By obtaining the vertical distribution information of precipitation and clouds within a
typhoon, the vertical structure and variation characteristics inside the typhoon can be more
comprehensively understood.

Additionally, typhoon activity may undergo many changes [57,58]. Global warming
may lead to an increase in ocean surface temperatures. A warm ocean surface is more
conducive to the formation and strengthening of typhoons that will bring great challenges
to the safety of life and property for coastal residents. In future research, we can strengthen
the research on the relationship between typhoons and climate change, further analyze and
monitor the trends of future typhoon activities, and provide a scientific basis for disaster
response and adaptation measures.

5. Conclusions

In view of the change in cloud structure in the process of typhoon movement, this
study uses Himawari-8 satellite data and typhoon “Infa” as an example to study multi-
stage cloud characteristics in the process of typhoon evolution. The specific conclusions are
described below.

First, combined with the YOLOv5 model and the brightness temperature perturbation
algorithm, the typhoon “Infa” is monitored and located to obtain a high-precision typhoon
path. The results demonstrated that the YOLOv5 model performed well in the context of
typhoon monitoring. The monitoring rate and accuracy of eyed typhoons are 99% and
90%, and the monitoring rate and accuracy of eyeless typhoons were 64% and 83%. This
further confirms the feasibility and accuracy of the YOLOv5 algorithm for typhoon event
monitoring. Additionally, the brightness temperature perturbation algorithm can provide
high-precision typhoon positioning results. The goodness of the fit of the positioning
longitude and latitude to the latitude and longitude of the CMA typhoon center was
approximately 0.99, thus indicating that this method can provide a scientific and effective
means for monitoring typhoon tracks. To compensate for the shortcomings of this method
in regard to monitoring eyeless typhoon events, future research could improve the accuracy
and reliability of eyeless typhoon monitoring by expanding the proportion of eyeless
typhoons in the dataset to provide more comprehensive and accurate data support for the
monitoring of various typhoon events.

Second, to deeply understand the structural changes during the typhoon movement,
this study analyzes the multi-stage cloud characteristics of typhoon “Infa” based on ty-
phoon positioning results and the Himawari-8 L2 cloud product data. The results revealed
that during the development of the typhoon, the characteristics of the cloud system grad-
ually increased, the cloud clusters became denser, and parameters such as cloud optical
thickness, cloud top height, and cloud top temperature changed significantly. However,
when a typhoon is close to land, a change in the underlying surface will affect the internal
heat exchange of the typhoon, the cloud structure will gradually collapse, and the cloud
parameters will decrease rapidly.

Finally, to understand the reasons for the change in the typhoon “Infa” cloud system,
this study further analyzed the influence of terrain and surface temperature on typhoon
characteristics. The results demonstrate that there is a correlation between the change in the
typhoon cloud system, terrain, and surface temperature. Among them, the change in COT
is primarily affected by terrain factors, and its correlation is −0.18. The changes in CTT
and CTH were primarily affected by changes in surface temperature, and the correlations
were −0.69 and −0.37, respectively. Compared to land and ocean, the ocean area is
more conducive to the vertical development of typhoon clouds and provides favorable
conditions for extreme precipitation. Considering the interaction between topography
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and surface temperature is helpful for understanding the mechanism of typhoon cloud
formation and evolution and exerts an important influence on further analysis of typhoon
precipitation conditions.

In summary, this study has performed a more comprehensive analysis of the cloud
characteristics and trends of typhoon “Infa”, and this provides an important basis for
further understanding the evolution mechanism inside the typhoon. Simultaneously,
through the analysis of surface temperature and terrain, this study also provides a new
research idea for the monitoring and early warning of typhoon characteristics. This is of
great significance for typhoon disaster prevention and mitigation and also for studying the
impact of future climate change on typhoon activity.
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